Damage characteristics of HfO$_2$/SiO$_2$ high reflector at 45° incidence in 1-on-1 and N-on-1 tests
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P-polarization high reflectors are deposited by e-beam from hafnia and silica. 1-on-1 and N-on-1 tests at 1064-nm wavelength with P-polarization at 45° incidence are carried out on these samples. Microscope and scanning electron microscope are applied to investigate the damage morphologies in both 1-on-1 and N-on-1 tests. It is found that the laser damage threshold is higher in N-on-1 tests and nodular defect is the main inducement that leads to the damage because nodular ejection with plasma scalding is the typical damage morphology. Similar damage morphology observed in the two tests indicates that the higher laser damage threshold in N-on-1 test is attributed to the mechanical stabilization process of nodular defects, owing to the gradually increased laser fluence radiation. Based on the typical morphology study, some process optimizations are given.
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The output of high peak-power laser is often limited by the damage threshold of multilayer dielectric coatings used in the system. Sub-threshold illumination attracts people’s attention as it can make some coatings reach the damage standard, which is hard to be achieved by the current coating technologies. However, the mechanisms that lead to the damage in laser illumination process and the improvement of laser damage threshold in sub-threshold illumination process are not well understood. Damage morphologies are one of the most intuitive and principal evidences for the relevant mechanisms studies[1-5]. In previous laser damage threshold test experiments, the enhanced thresholds are always discussed[6-14], while damage morphologies in these threshold enhancement processes are not presented in detail[9].

In order to investigate the damage properties of the typical defects and the reason for the enhancement of laser damage resistance in the N-on-1 test, in this letter, we will focus on the typical damage morphologies found in HfO$_2$/SiO$_2$ multilayer mirrors after 1-on-1 and N-on-1 tests. Understanding such information is helpful not only to study laser damage and laser conditioning mechanisms, but also to improve the laser damage threshold effectively and efficiently.

All mirrors were prepared by e-beam deposition of hafnia and silica with a high purity of 99.9999% onto BK7 substrates in a ZZSX-800F coating equipment. Both of the two coating materials are produced by General Research Institute of Nonferrous Metals. The coating designs of these samples are (2H2L)$^{16}$ 2H4L. They are designed to operate at the incidence of 45° and reflect highly at the wavelength of 1064 nm for P-polarization. The actually measured spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.

Laser damage threshold tests are carried out using a 9-ns pulse from a 1064-nm ND: YAG Laser. The tests are conducted under P-polarization illumination at 45° incidence. The effective area of the spot that irradiated on the sample is 0.572 mm$^2$ at normal incidence, which means it is 0.8 mm$^2$ at 45° incidence. For each shot, energy and spot are recorded. So as not to effect neighbor test sites, the distance between two adjacent test sites is 3 mm both in X and Y direction. The measurement, either 1-on-1 or N-on-1, is done on each sample. Any visible change that could be seen under Nomarski microscope of 100× magnification is considered as damage. In the N-on-1 test, once the damage has occurred, stop irradiating this site and start irradiating the next site with the same process.

The results of laser damage threshold tests are shown in Fig. 2. According to ISO11254-1, in which laser damage threshold is determined by a linear extrapolation of the damage probability data to zero damage probability, the laser damage threshold of 1-on-1 is 7.6 J/cm$^2$. However, there is no standard definition for N-on-1 laser damage threshold. In order to ensure the accuracy of measurement, four samples that irradiated by the

Fig. 1. Transmission spectrum measured by a Lambda900 spectrophotometer.
Fig. 2. Results of laser damage threshold test of (a) 1-on-1 test and (b) N-on-1 test. The start energy is about 5 J/cm².

Fig. 3. Typical damage morphologies taken by a Nomarski microscope. Damage appeared in (a) 1-on-1 test and (b) N-on-1 test.

Fig. 4. Three kinds of typical damage morphologies appeared in 1-on-1 test. (a), (c), and (e) are the SEM images of the whole damage region; (b) and (d) are the SEM images of the pits in (a) and (c), respectively.

approximate energy steps are tested. In Fig. 2(b), it is obvious that the damage threshold of zero damage probability is above 12.7 J/cm² for the presence of laser conditioning effect.

Observed under the Nomarski microscope, damage morphologies in each test are similar to some extent. Damage appears as surface discoloration with or without a pit in it as shown in Fig. 3, and the surface discoloration with a pit plays a dominate role absolutely. No further information can be obtained from the microscopic pictures. But more details are revealed by the pits when scanning electron microscope (SEM) is applied.

Surface discoloration under the microscope can be seen more clearly under SEM. It looks brighter because of its rougher surface. In our study, most pits are similar to those in Fig. 4(b) and are all formed by nodular ejection in substance. Only few pits, called as flat-bottom pits, are observed as the ones shown in Fig. 4(d), and a smaller absorbing center with a diameter of nanometer scale always locates in the center of such pit. Surface discoloration without a pit is shown in Fig. 4(e).

In 1-on-1 test, most of the pits inside surface discolorations observed by SEM are caused by nodular ejection, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Surface discoloration without a pit shown in Fig. 5(c) also exists but no flat-bottom pit is observed.

No matter in 1-on-1 or N-on-1 test, we found some irregular-shaped damage pits that retained most characteristics of nodular ejection but not to be exactly cone-shaped, as shown in Fig. 6, and the pit images taken by SEM indicate that more than one circular seeds located closely in these regions or noncircular seeds existed.

From our damage experiments, it is safe to conclude that the typical damage in these coatings is induced by nodular defect. The typical damage morphology is the result of laser interaction with the mechanically unstable coating defect. For some damage sites shown in Fig. 7, owing to the incidence angle of 45°,
we can count out the layers from the edge of pits easily at a higher magnification. Each sample is comprised of 34 layers, and we treat the first layer as the one exposed to the air. Table 1 lists the initial damage layer of four damage sites, that is to say, the location of the seed. It is found that the initial damage locations are close. Such information can be very important to the operator of the coating apparatus, because it might be correlated to a particular deposition event. If special treatment was given to the deposition of these layers, such defects could be reduced, and therefore laser damage resistance could be enhanced. In theory, the electric field is very low at the location of the initial damage layer, nearly zero, as shown in Fig. 8. Such deep seed ejection suggests that the present of nodular defect acts as micro-lens\textsuperscript{[15]} in the coating and the electric field intensity in the vicinity of the nodular seed is enhanced significantly\textsuperscript{[16]}, which creates localized heat enhancement. These localized hot spots will cause affected regions to expand rapidly resulting in areas of high compressive stress surrounded by thin layers of tensile stress. The highest tensile stresses are located around the seed and at the surface of the nodule along the centerline\textsuperscript{[17]}. Besides that, the boundaries of these nodules may have stresses associated with them, which can be relieved by nodular ejection. The shadowing effect responsible for the nodule growth may also result in the formation of a void between the nodule and the surrounding film, allowing the nodule to become loose in the film\textsuperscript{[18]}. So fracture of the nodule would be initiated at either of these two locations. Surface discolorations are attributed to plasma scalds. The reason for plasma scalding without a pit is that a defect-free region is illuminated and damage is induced by surface high electric field. Plasmas can be created by phase transformation in the process of nodular ejection and high electric field on the coating surface or contamination.

Flat-bottom pit is not common in our study. Perhaps because of limited sample sites, or being transformed to plasma scalds without pits as the previous experiments have proved\textsuperscript{[3]}, flat-bottom pit damage is observed in N-on-1 tests.

Typical damage in N-on-1 tests, which is similar to the one in 1-on-1 tests, does not occur until a higher energy illuminates. This phenomenon suggests that the mechanical stabilization process of defects should be responsible for the improved laser damage threshold in N-on-1 tests. The slowly increased energy may fuse the nodular defect into the coating, therefore increases its mechanical stability. Nodular seed needs more thermal stress to break the boundary of the adjacent films. The stabilization process does not conflict with the most popular theory that the relationship between nodular defect and laser conditioning is defect removing mechanism\textsuperscript{[19]}. The absence of potentially absorbing nodular seeds and absorption reductions up to 150 \times have been observed\textsuperscript{[20]}. However, mechanical stabilization effect is limited for nodular seeds, and film components are used many times in work environment. Once optics that only through such mechanical stabilization treatment were conducted in real work condition, nodular seeds still could absorb much heat and cause catastrophic damage. So removing the damage source becomes the final goal for laser condition. The sizes of such pits in the two tests are all several microns, that is to say, this stability process in N-on-1 does not change the damage, caused by nodular seeds, in size. If more other test results about the above damage regions in these two tests change little, we can cancel the stabilization process of nodular defects under lower energy irradiation, and implement the one step illumination by choosing proper energy step to remove the seed directly.

In conclusion, laser damage threshold is higher in N-on-1 test, which can be attributed to the mechanical stabilization of defects. Similar damage morphologies are found in different tests. Nodular defects are dominant in these samples and are very susceptible to the laser. Process optimization about deposition and laser conditioning is offered.
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